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Renishaw Announces ECM Global Measurement Solutions as
Authorized Northeast Distributor
Topsfield, Massachusetts: On September 15, 2020 East Coast Metrology, LLC. (ECM – Global
Measurement Solutions) announced their new collaboration with Renishaw as an Authorized
Distributor in the Northeast.

ECM has long specialized in offering services surrounding coordinate measuring machines; from
CMM part inspection, to CMM calibration and programming support. “This new collaboration
with Renishaw will allow ECM to become a one-stop-shop for all our CMM customer needs,”
states Gary Confalone, President/CEO - ECM. In addition to their existing services, ECM
technicians are trained in CMM Repairs, Retrofits and Relocation services. As an authorized
distributor, ECM has the ability to provide customers with Renishaw’s exclusive “Repair by
Exchange” program. This allows customers to return their defective CMM probes to ECM and
will immediately benefit from a remanufactured unit for a fraction of the price of a new probe,
saving time and money.

As an Authorized Distributor for Renishaw, ECM will be able to offer additional parts and services
to their CMM users including: probes, controllers, racks and accessories and entire probe
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interfaces along with a variety of software retrofit solutions. Whether you have a CMM and need
it repaired, calibrated or retrofitted, or just need CMM inspection services or programming
support, ECM is now equipped to offer a comprehensive suite of solutions to meet and exceed
the needs of their customers.

###

ABOUT ECM - GLOBAL MEASUREMENT SOLUTIONS (ECM)
ECM - Global Measurement Solutions is an industry recognized metrology service company with
special focus on laser scanning and coordinate measurement systems. Its team of expert
engineers delivers a wide range of services, including quality training, calibration, equipment
rentals, and (P)CMM programming and contract resources. An industry leader for almost 20
years, ECM’s certified metrology engineers provide specialized technical services, as well as
offering equipment rentals and on-site calibrations. The MA-based firm successfully caters to a
diverse range of manufacturing industries, including automotive, aerospace, power generation,
architecture, and construction. ECM takes pride in the ability to provide comprehensive solutions
to meet customers’ dimensional metrology, engineering and equipment needs.

ABOUT RENISHAW
Renishaw is a global, high precision metrology and healthcare technology group. They design,
develop and deliver solutions and systems that provide unparalleled precision, control and
reliability. Renishaw is also a world leader in the field of additive manufacturing (also referred to
as metal 3D printing), where they design and produce industrial machines which ‘print' parts
from metal powder. From transport to agriculture, electronics to healthcare, our breakthrough
technology transforms product performance. They have more than 80 offices in 36 countries,
with over 4,500 employees worldwide. Around 3,000 people are employed within the UK where
they carry out the majority of their research and development and manufacturing.
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